
CSC 261 Assignment 7: Reinforement Learning Fall 2009Assigned: Friday 4 Deember 2009Due: Friday 11 Deember 2009Topis: Ative reinforement learning, agent performane analysisObjetive: Understand Q-learning, pratie analyzing agent performaneExpeted Time: 4-8 hoursCollaboration: This homework assignment may be ompleted individually or in pairs.Submission: Follow the instrutions for submitting programs via P-Web and handing in a printed opyof soure ode. Your non-programming omponents should be typed, niely formatted, and feature alogial organization, omplete sentenes, and proper grammar, spelling, and puntuation. Only onesubmission (both paper and digital) per group is neessary. Do not turn in any ode that wasprovided for you. Only submit ode you have written.IntrodutionModel-free methods for learning from experiene have the advantage that they diretly represent only theinformation the agent is expliitly interested in: the value of an ation in a given state. No knowledge ofthe world is needed. Instead, the agent's experiene allows it to impliitly model the world by disovering� through a great deal of exploration � what those values are.In this assignment, you will experiment with a Q-learning agent, examining its behavior.BakgroundCodeYou may obtain the starter ode for this assignment on the MathLAN from the diretory
~weinman/courses/CSC261/code/rlHere is an overview of the �les it ontains. Most of them you will not need to worry about in detail unlessyou are urious.

rl-problem.scm Contains an interfae for a reinforement learning problem, de�ning the available states,ations, terminal states, and transitions when ations are taken.
agent.scm Contains an interfae for an ative learning agent that may be applied to any RL problem.The transition and reward funtions are not expliitly available to the agent.
percept.scm Contains an interfae for an agent's pereption, inluding the state, a reward, and whetherthe state was terminal.
q-learning.scm Contains an implementation of the Q-learning algorithm for an agent on an RL problem.
gridworld.scm Implements the rl-problem interfae for the 4x3 gridworld used extensively in the text.The non-terminal reward may be hanged to explore various behaviors.
cartpole.scm Implements the rl-problem interfae for the roboti art and pole problem desribed inAIMA 21.4. 1



The remaining �les are mostly anillary and loaded by the ones mentioned above when needed. To see thevisualization of the algorithm, you will need to use MediaSheme, but with appropriate measures (takenbelow), you may do your experiments in DrSheme if you like.Note that sine �les are generally loaded using relative pathnames, if you use MediaSheme, you areadvised to launh it from a terminal after hanging your shell's working diretory to the one ontaining yourSheme �les:
$ cd your-files-directory
$ ~rebelsky/bin/gimp &Then you may use the pull-down menu Xtns⊲MediaScript⊲Console.ExamplesProblems: The Agent EnvironmentWe de�ne a ommon interfae for our learning agent in rl-problem.scm, and the gridworld is a simpleone to understand. Below we onstrut a grid world mathing the set-up in Figure 17.1, so that all statesother than the terminal have a reward of -0.4 and the probability of moving in the desired diretion is 0.8
> (load “gridworld.scm”)
> (define gridworld (gridworld-problem 0.8 -0.04)Agents: The LearnersThe problems provide an environment for an agent to interat with; thus an agent needs to be tied to aspei� environment. An agent has its own parameters about how it learns, inluding the learning rate α,the disount fator γ, and a funtion that enourages (or disourages) exploration of the environment.It turns out the exploration funtion is a ritial fator in the suess of the agent generally. The text'sde�nition on p. 774 tends to enourage uriosity based on experiene. That is, the original utility for astate is returned only if that state has been visited a su�ient number of times; otherwise a default utilityis returned (that will likely be higher the urrent learned utility). You will write a simpler funtion thatembodies uriosity for its own sake. The simplest exploration funtion is one that does not enourageexploration at all: it simply uses the given (learned) utility.
> (define simple-explore-fun (lambda (u) u))With an exploration funtion in hand, we an reate an agent for the grid world problem with α = 0.5 and

γ = 0.9:
> (load “agent.scm”)
> (define gridworld-agent (problem-agent gridworld 0.5 0. 9

simple-explore-fun)As it turns out, the agent keeps trak of lots of information. Most importantly, it stores its own Q(a, s)table. This is what the agent will need to learn in order to maximize the reward it reeives from interatingwith the environment. It also keeps trak of its most reent perept (state and reward).Q-Learning: The Update AlgorithmSine the agent stores its perept, update rules (via the Q table with α and γ), and exploration funtion, arather simple interfae an be used to reate an updated agent. This means that one time step has elapsed,allowing the agent to take an ation, reeive a new perept, and update its Q table.
> (load “q-learning.scm”)
> (define updated-gridworld-agent (agent-q-learn gridwo rld-agent))2



The proedure (agent-q-learn agent ) returns the updated agent for one time step. How do you knowit is updated? You ould ompare the Q tables. The struture for the grid world is not hard to interpret, ifyou are so inlined.
> (agent-action-values gridworld-agent)
(((1 3) (up 0) (right 0) (left 0) (down 0))
((2 3) (up 0) (right 0) (left 0) (down 0))
((3 3) (up 0) (right 0) (left 0) (down 0))
((4 3) (up 0) (right 0) (left 0) (down 0))
((1 2) (up 0) (right 0) (left 0) (down 0))
((3 2) (up 0) (right 0) (left 0) (down 0))
((4 2) (up 0) (right 0) (left 0) (down 0))
((1 1) (up 0) (right 0) (left 0) (down 0))
((2 1) (up 0) (right 0) (left 0) (down 0))
((3 1) (up 0) (right 0) (left 0) (down 0))
((4 1) (up 0) (right 0) (left 0) (down 0)))It is an assoiation list where the key is the state, and the value is another assoiation list (whose keys areations and values are the state ation values). In this example, the default value for every ation is justzero. 1After taking an ation, it is straightforward to determine whether the resulting state is terminal.

> (agent-state updated-gridworld-agent)
(1 1)This is in fat a valid state. One preondition of the rl-problem interfae is that a valid state must havea non-false value. Thus, if (agent-state agent ) ever returns #f, the agent's previous ation led to aterminal state. This will be important for evaluating the behavior of your agent. Fortunately, the learningalgorithm and the RL problem interfae know how �start over� so that another update after reahing aterminal state automatially restarts the agent in a default initial state before taking the update step.Pole-Balaning CartThe artpole problem is even more interesting. This environment has several parameters:

• the gravitational fore,
• how muh the robot jerks when it issues a left or right move ommand,
• the length and mass of the pole,
• the mass of the roboti art,
• the oe�ient of frition between the pole and the art, and
• the oe�ient of frition between the art and the ground.Here is a good starting point for these parameters using Earth's gravitational fore.

> (load “cartpole.scm”)
> (define cartpole (cartpole-problem -9.8 10.0 1.0 0.1 1.0 0 .000002 0.0005))The jerk fore is 10 newtons, with a 1 meter pole weighing 0.1 kilograms. The roboti art weighs 1.0kilograms and the environment obeys the two given oe�ients of frition.The ode ontains hooks built-in to visualize the robot in ation, inluding the art and the pole as itmoves. When you omplete Problem A.2 below, you will be able to fully see the results. Loading drfu.scmopens and displays a anvas of the results. Every time agent-q-learn is alled the ation taken is re�etedon an updated anvas.1It is left as an exerise for the reader to determine whether updated-gridworld-agent does in fat have a di�erent tableof state-ation values, Q. 3



> (load “drfu.scm”)
> (define agent0 (problem-agent cartpole 0.5 0.9

simple-explore-fun)
> (define agent1 (agent-q-learn agent0))
> (define agent2 (agent-q-learn agent1))AssignmentPart A: Designing the Apparatus (50 points)In the �rst part of the assignment, you will set up proedures that will help you ondut experiments. Inrafting these proedures, you may wish to use the gridworld environment for testing.Problem 1: Exploration Funtion (10 points)We mentioned earlier that your agent will prefer uriosity for its own sake. That is, sometimes it just hoosesto do something non-optimal (in its experiene) beause it may �nd something that is atually more optimalthan it already knows about.Implement a proedure (explorer epsilon reward ) that returns an exploration funtion with thefollowing behavior

f(u) =

{

R+ p < ǫ

u otherwisewhere p is a random number between 0 and 1, R+ is the default reward, and ǫ is the threshold epsilondetermining your agent's uriosity.(Note that your funtion needs to return a funtion � that means there should be two lambdas.)Problem 2: Agent Creation (5 points)Write a proedure (default-agent problem explore-fun ) that takes a problem and an explorationfuntion explore-fun and returns a new agent by alling problem-agent with α = 0.5 and γ = 0.9.Problem 3: Agent Update (10 points)Write a proedure (agent-update-iterate agent iterations ) that takes an agent , performs Q-learning updates on it for the given number of iterations and returns the updated agentProblem 4: Counting Terminals (10 points)Write a proedure (count-agent-update-terminals agent iterations ) that takes an agent ,performs Q-learning updates on it for the given number of iterations and returns the number of timesthe agent's ations resulted in a terminal state.
> (define gridworld (gridworld-problem 0.8 -0.04)
> (random-seed 42)
> (count-agent-update-terminals (default-agent gridwor ld (explorer 0.1 1))

100)
5(Note, you will not be able to use agent-update-iterate, though the logi will be similar. You mustuse agent-state to determine whether the result is a terminal state.)
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Problem 5: Time to Terminal (10 points)Write a proedure (time-to-agent-update-terminal agent ) that takes an agent , performs Q-learning updates on it until a terminal state is reahed, and returns the number total of updates. (Note thatthe default initial state is a terminal state, so you will need to make one update before testing the agent'sstate.)
> (random-seed 42)
> (time-to-agent-update-terminal (default-agent gridwo rld (explorer 0.1 1)))
20Problem 6: Trained Time to Terminal (5 points) Write a proedure (train-time-to-terminal

agent iterations ) that �rst runs iterations rounds of Q-learning on agent and then ontinues toupdate the agent, ounting the number of iterations it takes the trained agent to reah a terminal state.Part B: Performing An Analysis (50 points)In this part, you will use your proedures to analyze how quikly and how well a roboti art an learn tobalane a pole. Note that this is siene: the results aren't always lean (or even perfetly explainable) butwe endeavour, like our agent, to enjoy the fun and uriosity in exploration.The following proedure takes a problem and a list of potential values for epsilon as well as the
reward used in the exploration funtion. For eah value in the epsilon-list , it reates a default agentfor the problem using the exploration funtion with the appropriate epsilon. It returns a list of thenumber of terminal states enountered by the agent using eah epsilon.

(define problem-terminal-performance
(lambda (problem epsilon-list reward iterations)

(map (lambda (epsilon)
(let ((agent (default-agent problem (explorer epsilon reward))))
(count-agent-update-terminals agent iterations)))

epsilon-list)))This funtion is provided in analysis.scm. For example
> (load “analysis.scm”)
> (define epsilons (map (r-s * .001) (iota 11)))
> epsilons
(0 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.007 0.008 0.009 0.01)
> (random-seed 42)
> (problem-terminal-performance gridworld epsilons 1 100 )
(7 5 5 5 6 4 9 9 6 5 7)
> (problem-terminal-performance gridworld epsilons 1 100 )
(4 8 4 6 7 6 6 7 7 5 5)This suggests that perhaps there is one epsilon that is better than another, but it is very hard to tell, sine ouragent's uriosity is random. A better approah might be to average the performane for an epsilon over severalurious agents. Through the magi of map and apply, this is doable, though it requires some funtional pro-gramming �heavy lifting.� The proedure (average-problem-performance problem epsilon-list reward

iterations trials) does just that.For example, the following performs 20 separate trials of agents that are measured for 100 iterations andreports the average for eah epsilon.
> (random-seed 42)
> (map exact->inexact (average-problem-performance grid world epsilons 1 100 20))
(6.05 6.3 5.65 5.85 6.85 6.1 6.15 6.0 6.45 5.75 5.95)It is still somewhat di�ult to tell whether there is a sweet spot, but perhaps our numbers will be moretrustworthy. 5



Problem 1 (15 points)Using the proedures above (and by extension, those you have written), analyze the performane of a defaultagent on a typial art and pole problem:
(define cartpole (cartpole-problem -9.8 10.0 1.0 0.1 1.0 0.000002 0.0005))To avoid the visualization, instead of loading drfu.scm, simply de�ne the name DR_FU to #f
; (load “drfu.scm”)
(define DR_FU #f)You may use +1 as the �exploratory� reward, sine the only �reward� given in the artpole problem is -1 fora terminal (failed) state.Plot the average performane (average number of failures�terminal states) of an agent versus the epsilonuriosity value. Is there sweet spot or a sweet region? How does performane trend as uriosity inreases?Does uriosity bene�t the agent in this environment?Note, sine there are many more states, you will want to use several iterations (on the order of 1000-10000) and several trials (at least 30) to �nd meaningful numbers. Thus, it may take on the order of 1-2minutes to generate your result. You may wish to start with a small number of trials while you experimentwith di�erent ranges of epsilons.Problem 2 (15 points)It may also be reasonable to ask: what is the e�etiveness of an agent that has already had time to learn? Theproedure (problem-train-terminal-performance problem epsilon-list reward iterations )is similar to problem-terminal-performance, exept that it uses train-time-to-terminal totrain a default agent before reporting the time to failure for eah value in epsilon-list . In addi-tion, (average-train-problem-performance problem epsilon-list reward iterations)alulates the average result of problem-train-terminal-performance over several iterations.Use average-train-problem-performance to analyze how well a trained agent does on the art-pole problem for various epsilons averaged over several trials. Plot the performane (average time untilfailure) of an agent versus the epsilon uriosity value. How do extremely low uriosity agents perform aftera su�ient amount of training ompared to high uriosity agents?Note that you get to hoose the number of training iterations before measuring the performane�yourresults will surely depend on this value, so be sure to speify the value you hose in your analysis.Problem 3 (20 points)Thus far you have been using �default� agents. In this problem you may stray from that template. Chooseone of the elements of the learning algorithm to modify: α or γ.Predit Explain what you have hanged how you hanged it. Then desribe what e�et you think it willhave on the performane of the agent.Verify Holding other elements onstant (i.e., the problem, α,γ,ǫ, training iterations). Desribe an experi-mental method to verify that your predition.Experiment Condut your experiment with hanges to α or γ on the artpole problem to see what e�etit has. Summarize and explain your results.
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Extra Credit (20 points)Choose one the following aspets of the �standard� artpole problem and modify it to make it harder for therobot
• gravitational fore
• jerk fore
• length or mass of the pole.Why? Explain what you have hanged and why you think the problem is harder.Verify Holding other elements onstant (i.e., α,γ,ǫ and training iterations). Come up with a way to verifythat your hange is �harder� for the robot to learn.Predit Will hanging either α or γ help the robot to learn? Pik one and say why you think or don'tthink it will.Experiment Experiment with hanges to α or γ on your harder problem to see if suh a non-defaultagent is better able to learn in this new environment. Desribe your experiment, then brie�y summarize andexplain your results.
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